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The Inside Heat™ is a bare bones minimum IWB holster built from black saddle leather. The precise molded contours provide the weapon retention. The top is reinforced to ease re-holstering and the powder coated spring clip holds it securely to your belt. It is only available in black saddle leather. The Inside Heat™ is a bare bones minimum IWB
holster built from black saddle leather. The precise molded contours provide the weapon retention. The top is reinforced to ease re-holstering and the powder coated spring clip holds it securely to your belt. It is only available in black saddle leather. The Inside Heat™ TB is an IWB holster with thumb break. The precise molded contours along with the
added thumb break provide excellent weapon retention. The top (mouth) is reinforced to ease... The Inside Heat™ TB is an IWB holster with thumb break. The precise molded contours along with the added thumb break provide excellent weapon retention. The top (mouth) is reinforced to ease... Without a good holster, concealed carry is going to be a
nightmare. The wrong holster can feel uncomfortable and cumbersome. It can also make it more difficult to draw your firearm in a time of need. A good holster is necessary. It helps you hold and protect your firearm safely. This prevents it from damage and accidental discharge. It also allows you to draw quickly. If you’ve ever worn a bad or illfitting holster, you’re intimately familiar with the dangers. Purchase the wrong holster, and you will be more likely to snag your finger or the gun. This can cause your trigger to discharge accidentally. The last thing you likely want is for your gun to fire unintentionally! A good holster makes it easier for you to draw your gun safely and effectively.
The benefits of having a good holster are tenfold. Below we tell you everything you need to look for. What Makes a Great Concealed Carry Holster Don’t just settle for a concealed carry holster that fits your budget. Budget is a major concern. Still, it’s important to find a holster that checks off other boxes, too. Trigger Coverage When considering a
holster, consider the trigger guard cover. The holster material should not press on the trigger guard in any way. This will can potentially depress the trigger. It is a major safety concern. The holster material should cover the trigger completely. That will prevent the likelihood of a discharge. Generally, the best material for this task includes leather
and Kydex. Both materials protect the trigger. You also may find designs that disengage the safety of the handgun. Do not invest in a holster that does this. It could result in some dangerous accidents. Material There are a few types of holster materials: leather, Kydex, and hybrid. Most of the time, you’ll have to decide between Kydex and leather.
Kydex is essentially a polymer composite. It forms perfectly to the shape of your gun. Leather takes time to break-in. However, it is softer and less likely to scratch your gun. Hybrid holsters include both a Kydex shell and a leather backing. Pay attention to the quality of the materials. Durability and comfort are your greatest concerns here.
Comfort If your holster isn’t comfortable, you’re probably going to leave it at home. Take the time to find a holster that is comfortable for your unique body. Retention Retention is just a fancy way of saying your handgun needs to stay put. Make sure your holster has solid retention devices. Without them, it might not hold the pistol well during
strenuous activity. A poorly-fitting holster can cause issues with everyday use as well. This can dislodge your pistol from the holster. Possible retention devices include a strap and a thumb break. There are also other internal retention devices. There is an easy test for good retention. Set a pillow out on your kitchen table. Place your unloaded gun
into the holster. Then turn the holster upside down over the pillow. Does the gun fall out? If it falls out, the retention is not up to par. You need a different holster. You could also try adjusting the retention devices with a screw. Drawing Drawing your handgun should be easy. Your handgun should allow you to get a good grip. You should be able to
make a straight-line draw. The method and speed of drawing might vary depending on the type of handgun. You still want to look for a good, comfortable grip. You need to have a sure draw each and every time. Concealment Concealment is an obvious factor to consider. You are choosing a holster for concealed carry after all. You don’t want your
gun exposed to other people. It can set you up for some awkward and unsafe situations. Plus, an exposed weapon is illegal in some states. An inside the waistband holster will generally offer better concealment than an outside the waistband holster. An appendix holster offers even better concealment. Fit and Form The right holster for your best
friend might not be the right holster for you. It’s important to find a holster that fits you and your handgun well. It should also maintain its form in the long term. Consider how well the holster attaches to and detaches from your daily clothing. Chances are, you aren’t going to be wearing the same clothes every day! Therefore, you will want a holster
that can be removed and reattached with ease. Trying on a holster before purchasing is the best way to find a great fit. Protection Your holster should be designed to protect both you and your gun. Holsters constructed of hard material may leave marks on your gun over time. In addition, some stiff holsters can chafe and blister your skin. Consider
both the holster material and the clips. Metal clips have a tendency to wear through clothing. Plastic clips – though not as strong – are more comfortable. Grip A good holster will allow for a good combat grip on your handgun. If it doesn’t, it’s time for a new holster. You need to be able to deactivate the safety and shoot one-handed. Drawing and
firing from any position are also important. Reholstering Drawing and re-holstering are equally important. The mouth of your holster should stay open and rigid when you remove your gun. It should not take both hands for you to re-holster. You need to keep your other hand free. Personal Considerations Finally, a few other factors can determine
your choice of holster. For example, women often have a harder time finding concealed carry holsters. One-size-fits-all holsters can be impossible to wear for some women. For instance, women naturally have wider hips than men. This can affect the cant and rake of the holster. That will make it more uncomfortable to wear. Women also have
smaller hands (in most cases) than men. Trigger reach and grip size need to be taken into consideration. Women also have a shorter distance between the armpit and the hip. A belt holster might have to ride lower than normal. Also consider your personal physical strength. Some holster designs put weaker shooters at a disadvantage. Look for a
holster that comes with a trial period or return policy. You should try the holster out for a set period. That way, you can find any issues without wasting money. How to Choose the Best Concealed Carry Holster for You Lifestyle The goal of a concealed carry holster is to remain undetected. Therefore, it needs to be comfortable and fit into your
lifestyle. For instance, you might live a very active lifestyle. In that case, you will want a holster that has awesome retention devices. Comfort will be important. But retention will likely be the top feature you consider. Think about how you plan to use your holster. Make sure to try out different positions and holsters before purchasing one. Style of
Dress There has been an ongoing debate about the ideal method of concealed carry. Some people argue that an inside the waistband (IWB) holster is ideal for concealed carry. Others are adamant that outside the waistband (OWB) holsters are more efficient. There is an equally large camp that says AIWB – appendix inside the waistband – holsters
are perfect. The reality is that all three methods have their advantages and disadvantages. The decision will rest on the type of clothes that you prefer. An outside-the-waistband holster is usually more comfortable to carry. The weight of the pistol rests outside of your pants. There is less friction and strain against your body. There is also more
maneuverability. You can carry any size of pistol, too. An inside-the-waistband holster will be suitable for compact firearms. It allows you to conceal your handgun more effectively. If you frequently wear thin or light clothing, this kind of holster is preferable. Do keep in mind that friction will be a factor. The final option is appendix-inside-thewaistband carry. This is the most convenient way to carry concealed. The position, however, does expose your femoral artery to some risk. You’ll need to keep that in mind. Depending on your preferences, you can also choose a shoulder holster, an ankle holster, or a belly holster. There are truly options for everyone. It’s a good idea to invest in a few
high-quality holsters. That way you always have an option no matter what you are wearing. Top 18 Best Concealed Carry Holster Special DISCOUNT for 57CENTER readers only : 15% OFF SITEWIDE when checkout at WeThePeopleHolster CODE : 57CENTER When it comes to concealed carry holsters, the We The People IWB Holster is an
excellent option. It’s a low profile Kydex holster that’s custom molded to fit individual gun models. It’s available in versions for all the most popular firearms, including versions that accommodate for the most popular aftermarket accessories, including lights, lasers, and sights. It’s also available in right and left-handed versions for each gun, so it’s
leftie friendly. It also comes in a bunch of color and pattern options, though you’ll probably want to stick with a more muted option like black, gray, or tan for concealed carry. The We The People IWB Holster has an adjustable belt clip fits 1.5 inch belts and can be used in up to eight different positions. The belt clip is very secure, so you don’t
accidentally pull the holster off when trying to draw your weapon. You can adjust the ride height and cant, so the holster perfectly suits your preferred carry style. You can also adjust the retention level. This holster has a protective sweat guard built in to protect your gun from moisture and prevent your gun from rubbing on our skin. For additional
concealability, We The People also sells a holster claw that you can add to the IWB Holster. What We Liked: Secure, adjustable belt clipComes in a bunch of different versions, including ones that accommodate accessoriesAdjustable cant, ride height, and retentionSweat guardComes with a lifetime guarantee What We Didn’t Like: Only a single
waistband attachment point 2. Best IWB (Value): Concealment Express IWB KYDEX Holster The best concealed carry holster for your money is the IWB Kydex Holster by Concealment Express. It can fit just about any kind of gun. It is also offered at an affordable price. This inside the waistband holster has a minimalist design. You can carry it inside
any untucked shirt. It’s made out of .08” Kydex. The Kydex is formed by an in-house CAD-designed and crafted aluminum mold. Because of this, it has a superior fit and unparalleled durability. It’s available for both right- and left-handed people. It has some pretty impressive features. Its undercut trigger guard prevents the Kydex from affecting your
draw. It can also accommodate threaded barrels. The holster clears suppressor height sights. It has a full-length sweat guard and rear sight shield. You will not have to worry about a hot day interfering with your grip. The Concealment Express IWB Kydex Holster also has a reinforced stealth belt clip for discreet carry. This adds to its grip on your
waistband. The feature also helps conceal the holster. Nobody will know you are carrying. All hardware is made out of black oxide steel. Adjustments are easy to make without damaging or losing the screws. This holster has a unique “pos-click” system. It will let you know that your weapon is effectively retained. When you holster your gun, you will
hear a click. That lets you know your weapon is secure. The retention pressure can easily be adjusted. The cant is adjustable from -5 to twenty degrees. What We Liked: Made in the USA. Has an optional Claw Kit to eliminate printing. Makes a click when your gun is safely holstered. What We Didn’t Like: Some people report issues when their gun
safety is on. 3. Best IWB (Kydex): Fierce Defender IWB (Inside Waistband) Kydex Holster Glock One of the best IWB Kydex holsters is the Fierce Defender. It is designed specifically for Glocks. This holster comes in various colors for effective and seamless concealed carry. The colors include black, blood red, carbon fiber, coyote, flat dark earth, and
gunmetal gray. It’s made out of strong and durable .08” thick Kydex. It’s molded specifically for your individual weapon. The holster totally covers the backside and trigger of the gun. This adds to the holster’s safety. It also protects both you and the weapon from moisture on hot days. It has adjustable retention, too. You’ll get the perfect fit each
and every time. It is made In the USA. This holster is Gen 5 compatible. It has an adjustable cant of 0 to 15 degrees. It also has a flared opening that makes re-holstering quick and easy. What We Liked: Redesigned fit and function works well for most Glocks.Kydex material offers the perfect fit. Plastic clip is strong and sturdy. What We Didn’t Like:
Only has one belt attachment point. 4. Best IWB (Unique): Sticky Holsters MD-1 Ready to try something totally out of the box? You might want to consider one the Sticky Holster. What is a Sticky Holster? It’s simple. A Sticky Holster has a patented modular system that allows it to be used anywhere. That includes in the pocket, on the ankle, or
inside the waistband. The outside skin of the holster is made of a non-slip material. With just a little bit of pressure, you can adhere it to just about anything. The MD-1 is the perfect size for small 9MM handguns. It will fit firearms like the Ruger LC9. It can handle all handguns with a frame size up to 3 with a 5” barrel. It has an ambidextrous fit. It
can be worn by both left- and right-handed users. Since it doesn’t have any loops or clips, it won’t damage your clothes. Instead, the sticky skin helps it adhere to your undergarments, waistband, or even your skin. It is made in the United States. This holster has high ratings and is very durable. What We Liked: Comfortable with very little
friction.Offers a secure fit.Does not have clips or loops to damage your clothes. What We Didn’t Like: Gun can occasionally slide out while you are in a seated position. A hybrid holster is ideal because it includes both leather and Kydex. It is an innovative design that accommodates just about any type of pistol. This holster is available for both
right- and left-handed people. Its clips are strategically placed and mounted. You can easily wear this inside-the-waistband holster with a tucked-in shirt. It offers the maximum level of comfort. Its hybrid materials allow you to wear it all day. It has a thickness of just 0.093. This holster is thin enough for concealed carry. The 1¾-inch belt clips are
adjustable. You can change the height and cant of the holster to your liking. It works well for people of all heights and builds. In addition to the Kydex, the holster also has a nine to ten-ounce leather backing with suede. This material helps your holster stay in place. It also prevents uncomfortable and unnecessary rubbing against your skin. The
Hidden Hybrid Holster is best for Glock 19, 23, 32, and 38. It has adjustable retention screws. You won’t have to worry about losing your gun. It’s made in the United States. It also comes in two colors: black/brown and full black. What We Liked: Handcrafted for maximum retention. Leather is two plies thick. It has a slim profile and comfortable
fit. Can be worn inside and outside the waistband. What We Didn’t Like: The cant is not adjustable outside the waistband. 6. Best OWB Concealed Carry Holster: Concealment Express OWB Paddle KYDEX Holster For a great outside-the-waistband holster, try the Concealment Express IWB Paddle Kydex Holster. It’s customized to fit a wide variety
of guns. It also has an attractive minimalist design. The holster can be comfortably worn outside the waistband with an untucked shirt. It is also made out of .08” Kydex for a precision fit. It has an undercut trigger guard. The Kydex doesn’t mess with your draw. The over-cut open-face accommodates threaded barrels. Plus, it has a full-length sweat
guard and a reinforced stealth belt clip. They make this holster more comfortable and concealable. It’s made with black oxide steel hardware. You can easily make any adjustments to the retention. It is made in the United States. This holster is also adjustable from -5 to 20 degrees. You can adjust the fit of your holster no matter the position. What We
Liked: Undercut trigger guard makes it easy to draw. Accommodates suppressor height sights. Has all-black oxide steel hardware with threadlock. What We Didn’t Like: Some users report that it doesn’t pull tight to the body. 7. Best Appendix Carry Holster: Sig Sauer Appendix Carry P365 Black Holster Do you have a Sig Sauer? Are you’re
looking for the best appendix carry holster? If yes, you’ve got to consider this holster. It’s made by Sig Sauer. It is a high-quality appendix carry holster. It is available for both right- and left-handed users. It has an awesome configuration. It is easy to draw regardless of your handedness. It lets you easily conceal your gun. It also comes with SIG Strut.
That is a technology that creates unique leverage against your body. It’s easy to replace or remove your handgun. That allows you to keep your firearm closer while minimizing printing. What We Liked: Minimal printing.Can be used by left- and right-handed users. Best option for appendix carry. What We Didn’t Like: Accommodates only a
limited selection of handguns. 8. Best Pocket Holster for Concealed Carry: ComfortTac The Protector Premium Pocket Holster The name of the ComforTac truly says it all. This holster is easily one of the best pocket holsters for concealed carry. It ranks so high because it is extremely comfortable. It is made out of high-quality materials. You’ll love
the way this holster fits. It has outside materials that work great for putting the holster inside your pocket. The inside is slick and allows for a smooth draw. It can fit most .380 autos. That includes the Sig Sauer P238 and the Ruger LCP. It is the perfect holster to carry when no other holster will work. For example, it will work on hot summer days.
The materials are durable. They hide the outline of your gun with ease. What We Liked: Allows for comfortable concealed carry, especially in the summer.Allows for a slick, smooth draw. Minimizes printing. What We Didn’t Like: Does not fit Glock 43 or larger frame .380s. 9. Best Concealed Carry Holster for Women: ComfortTac XL Ultimate Belly
Band Holster for Concealed Carry If you’re a woman, you know how hard it is to find a perfectly fitting holster. Unfortunately, some of those challenges don’t go away. It’s not like you can just change your body shape! This belly band holster by ComforTac is one of the best concealed carry holsters for women. It is available for both right-and lefthanded draw. This band is one-size-fits-all. It’s made out of stretchy neoprene. That material is comfortable and can accommodate up to a 44” belly. It’s soft and comfortable enough to wear directly against your skin. The elastic holster is made out of surgical-grade materials. It can fit subcompact, compact, and full-size pistols. It can also be worn
inside or outside the waistband. You can even wear it in a crossbody or appendix position. Some people prefer to use it as a shoulder holster, behind the hip, or in the small of their backs. This holster is perfect for women. But it can also be worn by men. It fits most makes and models. It also comes with an extra magazine pocket and an optional
retention strap. What We Liked: Flexible fit accommodates most body types and carrying styles.Lets you carry different guns. Surgical grade elastic holster is flexible. What We Didn’t Like: Restraining strap requires two hands to free the firearm. 10. Best Concealed Carry Holster for a Fat Guy: TACwolf Universal Right Left IWB OWB Holster
Let’s face it, not all of us are in the best shape! If you’re carrying a few extra pounds, you’ve got to consider the best concealed carry holster for a fat guy. That is the Tacwolf Universal Holster. It’s perfect for ambidextrous people. It helps keep your handgun close to your body. It also can be rotated for both left- or right-hand draw. These features
allow you to get to your gun in a hurry. It’s available in both small and large sizes. That means it can accommodate any size handgun. It offers exceptional concealment. You can hide your gun regardless of how you are dressed. It offers minimal printing. It is comfortable to wear, too. Even if your stomach is a bit larger, the holster is comfortable.
It’s made out of lightweight and breathable neoprene. It also comes with vented padding. What We Liked: Made out of comfortable neoprene. Works on most types of guns. Best for people with large bellies. What We Didn’t Like: Good for IWB carry but not as good for OWB. 11. Best Concealed Carry Holster for Glock 19: Concealed Carrier IWB
Holster If you have a Glock 19, you need this exceptional concealed carry holster. The IWB holster by Concealed Carrier is made for both right- and left-handed people. It is customized specifically to fit most lightweight Glock platforms. The holster is made in the USA. It has an adjustable cant that moves from 0-20 degrees. You can also easily adjust
the retention. All you have to do is tighten or loosen the hex nut on the bottom of the holster. You’ll even hear an audible clicking sound when you holster your gun. It offers unrivaled comfort with its durable, smooth materials. The holster sits comfortably just inside your waistband. It allows you to carry both straight up and down for maximum
versatility. What We Liked: Adjustable retention and cant.Manufactured by a veteran-owned, USA-based company. Comes with a lifetime manufacturer’s warranty. What We Didn’t Like: Doesn’t fit GLocks with any aftermarket attachments. 12. Best Concealed Carry Holster for M&P Shield: Relentless Tactical The Ultimate Suede Leather IWB
Holster The Relentless Tactical Ultimate Suede Leather IWB Holster is a great option for carriers of the M&P Shield. That said, you don’t have to own this gun in order to use the holster. It’s available in both brown and black. It is an inside-the-waistband holder. The holster is made out of genuine USA suede leather. It fits most full-size and compact
handguns. It is sturdy and dependable. it is also form-fitted. It allows for quick and reliable access along with effective concealment. What We Liked: Has a cool fit for skin-to-skin contact. Best concealed carry holster for M&P Shield. Fits most full-size and compact handguns. What We Didn’t Like: Not best for a tucked-in shirt. 13. Best
Concealed Carry Holster for Glock 23: CYA Supply Co. Inside Waistband Holster Need a good concealed carry holster for a Glock 23? Then you’ve got to consider this inside-the-waistband holster by CYA Supply Co. CYA Supply Co is a veteran-owned company. It produces its products right here in the United States. You’ll be a bit limited in terms of
the guns you can carry. This holster is only suitable for Glock 19, 23, 32, 19x, 45, and Gen 3-5. It does not accommodate any kinds of light or laser attachments. It is also only a right-hand draw holster. However, the holster comes in carbon fiber and OD green options. It sits easily inside the waistband for efficient carry. It has adjustable retention
pressure. It is also precision modeled from CYA’s own CNC. It is made out of a .08” thickness boltaron. It has a 1.5” wide belt clip. You don’t have to worry about it sliding around. It also has stainless-steel, black, powder-coated hardware for efficiency and camouflaging. It’s another holster on our list to have a Posi-Click audible retention lock
system. So you’ll always know that your gun is secure and ready to go. What We Liked: Has a sweat guard covering the full side. Equipped with Posi-Click audible retention lock system. Holster cant is adjustable from 0-15 degrees. What We Didn’t Like: Limited in what kinds of guns you can carry. 14. Best Concealed Carry Holster for Glock
26: Fierce Defender IWB Kydex Holster Glock 26 27″ Paladin Series The best concealed carry holster for a Glock 26 is the Fierce Defender IWB Kydex Holster. The colors available are flat dark earth, carbon fiber, and gunmetal gray. This holster is made out of thick .08 Kydex. It is strong and durable. It is also molded specifically to fit your weapon.
It fully covers the trigger and the backside of the gun for safety and maximum sweat protection. It has adjustable retention. There is also a flared opening that makes it easy to re-holster your gun. The Fierce Defender has a unique feature known as a “claw.” It reduces printing. Nobody will know what you’re hiding when you use this concealed carry
holster. What We Liked: Comfortable and affordable. Best for Glock 26. Available in three colors. What We Didn’t Like: Some users report that the tension screws are hard to adjust. 15. Best Glock 43 Holster: Blade-Tech Klipt Holster The best Glock 43 holster is easily the Blade-Tech Klipt Holster. This holster has a precision-molded design. It is
perfect for the Glock 43 along with other Glock models of Glocks, Sig Sauer, Springfield, Ruger, and S&W firearms. It has a positive lock trigger guard. There is also an easy-on, easy-off fit. It comes with a full-length sweat guard and has built-in retention features. It eliminates firearm-to-body contact for comfort. The positive lock trigger guard gives
an audible click when your firearm is secured. You never have to worry about losing your gun. What We Liked: Has built-in retention. Precision-molded design is perfect for Glock 43.Comes with a full-length sweat guard. What We Didn’t Like: Thin clip can make the holster rotate on your belt. 16. Best Concealed Carry Holster for 1911: FoxX
Holsters Colt In The Waistband Hybrid Holster Finding the right holster for concealed carrying a 1911 is hard. This one, however, is a game-changer. The FoxX Holster is a hybrid holster. It comes in both black and natural colors. It’s a nine-ounce holster made out of black Kydex and premium leather. There are also black spring steel belt clips. It
can fit a belt up to 1 ¾”. It is adjustable for ride height and forward cant. In fact, it has five adjustment holds! The holster is made out of precision-molded Kydex. This holster is best for the 1911. It can still be used with other types of guns. It’s compatible for everyday use, easy to wear with a tucked shirt, and even made in the United States. What
We Liked: Made out of precision-molded Kydex specifically for the 1911.Easy to conceal and tuckable. Adjustable for forward cant and ride height. What We Didn’t Like: Retention is not adjustable. 17. Best Concealed Carry Holster Belly Band: KAYLLE Belly Band Holster for Concealed Carry A great belly band for you to consider is
the Kaylle Belly Band Holster. This option can be purchased as a right- or left-handed. It is thin without losing its effectiveness. It measures just 2.5 mm thick. This discreet holster is perfect for concealed carry. The gun holder is made out of elastic. It can adjust to any size belly and gun. The holster is made out of durable neoprene. It is wellventilated with its microhole, anti-sweat design. It’s lightweight and comfortable enough to wear it directly against your skin. If you’re an active person, this is a great option. It has a high-quality magnetic strap instead of a metal snap or clips. You are able to quickly and quietly draw with just one hand. You will also not have to worry about printing
either. What We Liked: Can fit up to a 45” hip circumference. Allows for quiet release. Lets you carry in multiple positions. What We Didn’t Like: Needs more padding beneath the firearm pocket. 18. Best Concealed Carry Shoulder Holster: Under Control Tactical Concealed Carry Shoulder Holster The best concealed carry shoulder holster is
made by Under Control Tactical. This holster is made from high-quality, professional-grade materials. It is designed from rugged nylon. That means it’s strong and comfortable. A shoulder holster is an awesome choice for high-end military firearms. This tactical handgun holster comes with adjustable shoulders straps. Your holster will remain in place
no matter what. It comes with two extra pouches. You can store an additional handgun or even a flashlight in them. This holster has a universal fit. It accommodates handguns and revolvers of all sizes. It is also waterproof and lightweight. What We Liked: Waterproof, lightweight design. Has US military-grade features. Ruggedly built. What We
Didn’t Like: Some users report issues with the customer service department. 19. Best Ankle Holster: Concealed Carrier Ankle Holster for Concealed Carry Carrying concealed with an ankle holster is extremely comfortable. However, it’s important that you invest in the right holster. This option by Concealed Carrier is made out of breathable and
padded, surgical-grade elastic neoprene. It has air holes for maximum ventilation. You won’t even realize you have this holster on. It has a thick foam interior that prevents excessive rubbing. It is made by a veteran-owned business in the United States. This holster can fit all gun and even leg sizes. It can be worn on either right or left legs. It is a
universal holster. Versatile and adjustable, it comes with leg straps. They make it easy to wear on any calf size or shape. This Concealed Carrier holster is also backed by a non-slip, quick-draw guarantee. They make sure you can remove your firearm quickly and effectively. It has a thumb-break. The thumb-break makes it easy to flick up the
retention strap with minimal effort. It even comes with a pouch. The pouch fits an extra magazine, a knife, even a taser. What We Liked: Comes with bonus carrying pouch. Best for active users. Can be fitted to just about any gun or leg size. What We Didn’t Like: Causes printing for some people. Also read: Best XDS Holster ReviewsBest SIG P938
Holster ReviewBest Glock 42 holster ReviewsBest Drop Leg Holster Reviews Conclusion Choosing the best concealed carry holster is a personal decision. It’s one that shouldn’t be taken lightly. Many people spend the majority of their time and money on finding the right gun. Yet, investing in the wrong holster can make that decision a huge waste of
time. Therefore, take some time to find the right holster for you. Don’t settle for the first one you find. Be willing to experiment a bit. With a bit of luck and a lot of knowledge, you’ll be able to find the best concealed carry holster to last you a lifetime. Brian Belko is a freelance writer and blogger. His primary areas of focus include the outdoors and
shooting sports. In addition to his freelance work, Brian also writes for Wide Open Spaces and is on the Pro Staff at Military Hunting and Fishing. When he isn’t busy writing, Brian enjoys fishing farm ponds for bass and hitting the spring woods during turkey season.
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